New trains for Abellio Greater Anglia
Steven Mitchell

12th November 2020 – On line event (please see below for booking)
Join at 17:20 - Talk starts at 17:30 and ends around 19:00

Description
The presenter has given previous presentations on the Stadler FLIRT introduction covering the design phase and focussing on the depot and facilities. This presentation looks more at the Service introduction issues experienced with the fleet in the early days, covering keys areas of preparation which went well and others that could have been better. This includes issues with training, the overall cascade planning and some of the “storming, norming and forming” that is associated with such a significant change.

About our speakers:
Steven Mitchell MEng CEng Head of Fleet North Greater Anglia
Steven Mitchell is the Head of Fleet North for Greater Anglia. He has overall responsibility for the successful delivery of the Class 745/755 trains into service each day and management of the maintenance contract with Stadler. Prior to this he has held roles in Greater Anglia, as the Joint Project Manager for Stadler Fleet Introduction, Engineering Director, Head of Engineering and Fleet Manager. Prior to this he worked for ALSTOM as the Engineering Manager for their “Metrotrains” division, helping to introduce the 95TS into service.

The Event is FREE and open to all!
http://nearyou.imeche.org/nearyou/UK/Eastern/milton-keynes-rd-centre/Events
Booking for this event close on 11th November.
Log-in details will be sent on morning of 12th November; if these have not been received by 13:00 on 12th November, please email: marco.baretta@networkrail.co.uk